
 

The beginning  

-Is there an area in my energetic system that I need to focus on more 

Nirus (N) Sonar, raise vibration Palladian, past life together not on Earth. Sonar will help with 

clairaudience.  

Shiloh (S) PUS pulse universal system, tapping into the system of all that is but deeper.  

N Raise the vibrations through music 947hz/963 Hz good too 

-What else should I focus on? 

S work on manifesting an experience 

-connecting with who in this manner? 

S with the stars, cellularly, to a specific star system for example through meditation. From Sirius no past 

life together.  

-When I go out of body, I am looking for? 

N a new Journey  

-In what way will the new journey help with my work? 

N With the program with the programming of others and human consciousness. It is the awakening of 

the people to bring the consciousness to the new level to raise the vibration on the planet.  

-What percentage of humans need to wake up in order to shift the planet from where we are? 

N You need to raise the vibration the amount as you call it is not as pertinent as the power your project 

outward.  

-Is it like quality vs quantity? 

N correct you are in the system you can see the grid connected to all that is. It is like touching the lines 

the grid lines and you touch them send in the new programming.   

-Is that why I need the new Journey? 

N Yes you are a seer, you can see what others cannot, you are open.  

-When I do an out of body mediations will you be there? 

N yes absolutely I will guide you but not distractions you need quiet. 

-We will try soon? N Yes 

N Our past life together as you call it was on a star system in the pelaidias N45 16 (looked that up), 

found M45 16 find M 45 first than 16 TAur 



Research Celaeno, star very fast spinning was called the lost Pleiad by Theon of Alexandria (c.335CE to 

405 ce) This cluster was also mentioned in the Iliad.  

Shiloh comes in 

-So by connecting to the stars am I focusing on a specific location in the sky? 

S yes this is in order to download a new program into your space You’re here having this experience y 

but you can also in a nano second, move to another location with a blink of an eye, you open up the 

channel, the frequency so you can receive the information similar to what we are doing right here and 

now 

- Do you work with Nirus 

S no 

You will be in a divine source energy through the system, you will share this with all, 

 You have begun, you have to deepen you need to focus less distraction move fluidly let it just  

come in  

Do I have to raise my frequency? 

 S Yes of course you will become a channel 

Do I only feel or will I write down the info 

S you will see 

S it is clear we need more time, now is not the time too many distractions until later  

Thank you, Shiloh,  

Researched Shiloh (gift from God) Peaceful one, Messianic title He whose it is 

Next morning  

What is my focus this week? 

S Star energy 

What will I be doing with star energy? 

You will be selecting specific constellations to work with there is a reason you search to Sirius and 

connect there. Orion (I asked), no not yet 

What do I look for when connecting to Sirius? 

S Source energy go to the source have that experience 

Thank you, Shiloh 

Nirus 

Last night I tried connecting to the stars I could feel one star resonated with me more than the other 

two, were you present for that? 



N the other two you interpret as stars are how would you say a satellite location, they aren’t planets or 

stars, merely places 

The one I resonated with? 

N Yes, they felt you but you get distracted, lose the connection, they felt, saw you, they were waiting 

I just tried to reach them if that makes sense.  

N Yes, but what after that, what was your plan 

I guess I didn’t think it would work so quickly 

N of course light speed if not faster they receive information instantly in mere seconds! 

Should I reconnect again to that star? 

N yes 

Will I be able to spell out the name of the star with the Pendulum? 

N yes 

Rhalarus (looked it up- Book of the Goat Holmes-Pegler) Feed Eastward as Rhalarus does start seed 

N Rhalarus was a star seed working with the hybridization of goats 

Do you mean to tell me this has been happening in many forms here on earth? 

N For as long as the earth has existed, yes, we are constantly  

Why feed eastwards? 

N The resources were there the fields filled with food this was not in your country, other locations, 

continents.  

So what does that have to do with the star I was looking at? 

N Knowledge, Yes, the herders were out among the stars with their animals, you too can do the same, 

just don’t lose focus.  

I get it now, Thank you Narius 

Spelling of the name change today Narius-water “God of the Sea” Cheerful 

 

Next morning 

Narius, I tried to connect to the star that called to me last night “Gemma” I saw a child and a father and 

a mother, the child was all in white clothing the father as well with a brown vest the mother peeked 

over but went back to what she was doing the boy in earth years looked to be 9-12. He was so 

enthusiastic. I could see a large open window space where they stood and he was so happy to “sense” 

me Narius or Shiloh was I supposed to do anything else other than the initial connection?  



S No this is the beginning what you saw was true everything is done/communicated on a different level 

Is there a civilization on Gemma? 

S Not within the solar system in that region though.  

Do they live within the Corona? 

S Beyond that shows me a black cloak like form that bends like a sideways distorted U, emollient in 

nature 

 

Do you pass thru the corona to get there? 

S Yes your bending space time 

Shall I become more specific when I meet them? 

S no what you did is just fine you are waking up go slow 

Are they trying to program us with the shot? 

S They are doing a very dangerous experiment, that is why we are here. They are not even conscious in 

the sense as to what they are doing. They are accessing you through control. 

Is there nano technology in the shot? 

 S not so much a nano technology as a mechanism that sits inside. 

Does it alter the DNA? 

S I see an image Shiloh sends me it sits within the DNA strand like a black dot, attaches to it.  

Is there anything I should know about this injectable? 

S No don’t take it, It will not serve you well it clouds your head it is unknown how this secret is going to 

effect the humans on Earth. They are working in a dangerous land to control the masses.  

And the ones who have already taken it? 

S They are not present, not conscious. They just follow the program…Time will tell 

Shiloh, when it comes to the Pulse Universal System do I need to “tap” into that more? 

S PUS is a system that operates through the entire cosmos, it connects any and all things. It is in all. All 

has a pulse a breath, a life within a life, ever expanding Everything is connected to all, she has me draw 

almost like a snow flake shape all connecting from the center 

Shiloh is there anything else I need to know right now? 

Communication stopped 

 


